
I am Italian wedding photographer, and I consider myself an “emotional” person because my photo-
graphy is based on telling the most intimate and real moments of the couple without leaving anything to 
chance.

This choice is dictated by the fact that the photograph will take on value over time... not today, not to-
morrow, but days, weeks, years will pass and the photograph will take on even more value
.
Choose a photographer who really knows how to move you with his shots because it will be the only 
thing that will remain in time.





I love telling your stories and I want to do it 
in an artistic way, I want you to have a unique 
event...



6h of service photo shoot (from the preparation of the bride and groom to the 
dance) 

No limit on the number of photos taken

250/300 photos edited and post-produced (correct lighting, colours, black and 
white) 

Complete event delivery on high-resolution USB device

18 10x15 prints handcrafted by Parisian workshop

Only P hoto’s



8h of service photo shoot (from the preparation of the bride and groom to the dan-
ce) 

No limit on the number of photos taken

250/300 photos edited and post-produced (correct lighting, colours, black and whi-
te) 

Complete event delivery on high-resolution USB device

Photo book with various materials of your choice with 60 pages on “FineArt” paper

Essential photo package





Premium photo package

12h photo shoot (from the preparation of the bride and groom to the dances) 
with no time limits 

No limit on the number of photos taken

300/400 photos edited and post-produced (corrected for lighting, colours, black 
and white)

Delivery of the complete event on a high-resolution USB device

1 “full day” videomaker + drone 

Cinematic wedding video lasting about 15 minutes with music of your choice



The photojournalism service is for all couples who want to have an exclusive and unique work.
The entire reportage will be shot completely in black and white like the film photographs of the 
past and with a single lens, to give you an even more immersive experience in wedding photo-
graphy.
This service is also suitable for those who want to create a small art gallery in their own home.

Full day” photo service (from the preparation of the bride and groom to the dance) without time 
limits

No shooting limit

Full event delivery on USB device in high resolution

5 30x20 photographs hand-framed on laboratory-certified “FineArt” paper

P hotojournalism package



The “Flying dress” service is a unique and elegant service for all those couples who 
want something unique.

You don’t have a dress? No problem... I will provide it. You can make this service 
wherever you want.

The service includes:

4-hour photo shoot and dress hire

150 photos edited and post-produced (corrected for lighting, colours) Photo deli-
very sent wetransfer in high resolution



Engagement photography

The engagement service is a unique and exclusive service to be performed where and 
when you want.
This service is widely used by couples because it allows them to get to know each other 
before the wedding, so that a relationship of trust is established. 

You have the possibility to do this why not take advantage of it? 

You can go to the beach, to the pool, to the mountains, to the city... in short, wherever 
you decide to do it, I will be with you.



Stay updated on my profile so you don’t miss the latest updates

Instagram: a.c.fotografia_wedding

www.acweddingstoryteller.com 

+393271806876
Member of :


